(Re)Introducing
SPREE Interactive

Affordable Free-Roam VR Attractions
Highest User Throughput
Kid & Family Friendly Experiences

jointhespree.com

Family Friendly
Virtual Reality
family-friendly content (universal rating)

More great games
coming soon

for free-roam VR; guests can experience

New, active, social, kid- friendly VR

fun and social games, together. Our vari-

titles are under development. We

SPREE Interactive is the first provider of

ety of non-violent games attract a broad,
diverse audience and are prefect for

look forward to introducing kids
everywhere to fun, free-roam VR.

families and friends of all ages.

Fruit Splash

Jump A Cheese

The canteen robots on a space shuttle

Become a superhero astro-mouse on a

have gone mad and are working together

mission to save your cheese planet

and competing against opponents to paint

from the worms eating holes into it!

every surface with fruit juice.

The Highest Throughput VR in the World
SPREE Interactive specializes in affordable,

technology in a platform for high-volume

high throughput & high ROI location-based VR

free-roam VR attractions that requires less

with up to 10 players at a time! SPREE Interac-

hardware to achieve great results.

tive uses proprietary, patented sensor fusion

Lowest Upfront Cost

Easiest to Operate

Quickest ROI

Less equipment &
fewer attendants needed

Turnkey VR: quick-to-install
simple-to-manage

Maximum player throughput
= ROI in months

Make Your Location More Memorable
SPREE Interactive is a flexible, powerful platform

VR in existing entertainment spaces of almost

for location-based virtual reality. We enable op-

any size. We deliver truly social experiences –

erators to install attention grabbing, high-earning

from small play areas to stadium-sized arenas.

Jochen Schweizer Arena

Airtime

Experience Destination

Trampoline Park

World Class Innovation,
Proven Results
Europa-Park

SPREE Interactive enables innova-

Roam&Ride with VR Coaster

tive location-based VR attractions

®

all around the world. We can bring
amazing VR to your guests too!
Family Entertainment Centers
Theme Parks
Trampoline Parks
Visitor Attractions

Erlebnispark Schloß Thurn
1st VR Bumper Cars with VR Coaster

Museums
Science Centers
Zoos & Aquariums

Partners in
Success

“

SPREE marks the heart of our XR zone
as it has the highest user throughput.
Our main focus is corporate events, team
building experiences and kids birthday
parties; we partnered up with SPREE in
order to develop great content for them.
Jan Denecken
CEO, Jochen Schweizer Arena,
Experience Destination in Munich

“

SPREE’s approach combines German
quality with visionary thinking.
Highly recommended.
Thomas Muhr
Head of Digital, Europa-Park

“

SPREE is an incredible user magnet for
us. Birthday party groups love to stay
together in the casual VR games. Kids
age 6+ are having fun and our operators
enjoy the ease of the attraction!
Harald Schäfer,
Manager, Airtime Trampolin Park Nuremberg

“

SPREE’s product platform has enabled the
world’s first VR bumper cars with VRCoaster, which is now one of our anchor
attractions. Guests are just blown away by
this new experience and we see an increase
in overall park admission!
Graf Bentzel
Owner, Erlebnispark Schloß Thurn

SPREE Interactive, formerly known as Holodeck VR, is a pioneer and leader in delivering turn-key large-scale, multiplayer, free-roaming commercial
VR attraction systems for the location-based entertainment industry. The
company offers complete solutions that can be installed quickly and operated efficiently. SPREE Interactive is a one-stop shop that makes it easy
for owners and operators to offer innovative virtual reality attractions to
their visitors. SPREE Interactive recently received a substantial investment
from media giant ProSiebenSat.1 for use in enabling the company to expand its platform and its network of locations.
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Sales Contact
Paul Collimore
Head of Sales, SPREE Interactive
UK: +44 (0) 127 378 2352
USA: +1 646 233 4406
paul.collimore@jointhespree.com
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Media Contact
Nicole Lontzek
Head of Marketing, SPREE Interactive
DE: +49 (0) 160 982 752 25
nicole.lontzek@jointhespree.com
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